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Questions and answers.

1. Can you please elaborate on the required SAN capacity item
below?
- What does it mean when you say “or less capacity”, does that
refer to the size of the individual drive being used (for example, it
does not have to be 8TB NL-SAS) or can the useable capacity be
less than the requested number?
Required raw Capacity for
data
storing

Min 35 TB useable capacity based on
8TB NL-SAS/SATA 7 . 2 K r pm drive
or less capacity Running RAID-6 with
Spare Min 14.5 TB useable capacity
based on 1.8TB SAS 10K drive or less
capacity Running RAID-6 with spare
Min 8 TB useable capacity based on
SSD drive or less capacity Running
RAID-5 with spare

Answer: (without conflicting with the Specs above),Yes the min
required raw capacity is 35 TB and the storage must be ready to
support the max number of HDD without any need for additional
HDD (for example: the individual drive can be 6TB)

2. For the non-disruptive data migration tools, it cannot generally
be guaranteed that migrations are going to be non-disruptive
mainly when we have no information about the source
environment. Can you please provide information on the source
environment to migrate from?
Data Migration

The provider should be able and
licensed to provide different tools
that allow non- disruptive
migration of data when required.

Answer: No data migration is needed but the provider should
be able and licensed to provide different tools that allow nondisruptive migration of data when required, the firm is
responsible for Oracle implementation & installation only.
1)

Confirm whether Oracle software installation is in the scope
for this RFP
Answer: Yes the Oracle software installation is in the scope
of the RFQ and the firm is responsible to review Oracle
implementation & installation.

2)

For whom should the Oracle software licenses registered?
MoP, or (ISTD, MOF/DCMR, NAF, CSPD) ?
Oracle software licenses will be registered to the entities
respectfully, shown in the “Software & Licenses”
Requirements table in Attachment (1) of the RFQ.

1 . Confirm the total cache per controller and the total cache
per array?
Answer: The total cash which is required is 64 GB(32 GB per
Controller ).
2 . Confirm the number of active ports on the SAN switch and
the number of 16GB-SFPs per switch?
Answer: Each switch with 24 ports 16 GB, 24 ports all active,
fiber channel ports with 12 LC/LC Cables including SFP+, 16
GB Ports speed.

1. Do you want the price to be included sales tax and customs
duties or not?
Answer: You can send both prices (including & excluding)
sales taxes.
2. For Oracle Software and licenses requested, do you want
implementation & installation for oracle part?
Answer: Yes the firm is responsible for Oracle
implementation & installation
3. Please advise if it need the data migration from exiting
storage to the new storage for oracle data , if yes please
provide more details about the exiting database (
type,version,size ,.. Etc)
Answer: No data migration is need but the provider should be
able and licensed to provide different tools that allow nondisruptive migration of data when required, the firm is
responsible for Oracle implementation & installation only.

